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10,000 Rope Mop Skimmer

Mobile Rope Mop Skimmer System

The 10,000 oil skimmer is the obvious choice where large volumes of oil must be recovered quickly and efficiently.
The trailer mounted unit is quickly deployed in emergencies and can recover more than 10,000 litres of oil per hour
(2,642 US gal) using the double rope system. The portable unit is usually diesel driven and fitted with spark arrestor
exhaust, but flameproof electric units are also available. By means of optional built-in transfer pump, this selfcontained unit is the answer to handling larger scale daily operations and emergencies.
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Skimmers

Rope Mops
WHITE - Used for the skimming of light and medium oils.
This softer rope gives optimum performance and recovery
and is bulkier than the blue rope.
BLUE - Used for the skimming of heavy oils - this coarse
rope gives better skimming and grip in the drive unit and
has a flat profile.
Oilskim ropes are manufactured from fibrillated
polypropylene which has a large surface area and ensures
excellent oil recovery rates. Oilskim ropes are sold in
multiples of 5 metres.
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Floating Guide Pulleys
Floating Guide Pulleys allow the skimmer to skim larger surface
areas by guiding the oilskim rope over the surface of the oil.
The floating guide pulley floats independently and need only
be tied to a wall or other fastening point. If the level in the
separator fluctuates then a sliding anchor pillar can be used.
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